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Near a nonresonant, elliptic fixed point, a symplectic map can be transformed into Birkhoff normal
form. In these coordinates, the dynamics is represented entirely by the Lagrangian ‘‘frequency map’’
that gives the rotation number as a function of the action. The twist matrix, given by the Jacobian
of the rotation number, describes the anharmonicity in the system. When the twist is singular the
frequency map need not be locally one-to-one. Here we investigate the occurrence of fold and cusp
singularities in the frequency map. We show that folds necessarily occur near third order resonances.
We illustrate the results by numerical computations of frequency maps for a quadratic, symplectic
map. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1529450#
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The dynamics in the neighborhood of a linearly stable
periodic orbit of a Hamiltonian flow or fixed point of a
symplectic map can be elucidated by consideration o
their Birkhoff normal forms. The normal form has action
variables, J, which are formal invariants when the rota-
tion vector, v, of the elliptic orbit is nonresonant. The
conjugate angle variablesu rotate with a frequency vec-
tor 2 pV„J… that depends upon the action. WhenVÕJ
is a nondegenerate matrix, the system has twist. For such
systems the map from actions to frequencies is locally
smooth and one-to-one; this is a requirement for the ap-
plication of KAM theory which implies that sufficiently
incommensurate tori persist in the full dynamics. Our
goal in this article is to study the simplest degeneracies o
the twist, the fold and cusp singularities. The fold has
been extensively studied elsewhere for the case of are
preserving maps. Here we extend these results to higher
dimensional symplectic maps.

I. INTRODUCTION

For a symplectic map with an elliptic fixed point, th
Birkhoff normal form can be written in terms of angleu
PTd and actionJPRd coordinates as

u85u12pV~J!,
~1!

J85J.

HereV(J) is the rotation vector as a function of the actio
and the rotation vector at the elliptic fixed point is denot
v5V(0). The fixed point is said to be nonresonant wh
the equationm•v5n has no solutions formPZd and n
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PZ. The map is symplectic whendu8`dJ85du`dJ,
which requires thatV be the gradient of a scalar function
V5DS(J). The ‘‘twist’’ of this map is defined to be thed
3d dimensional matrixt(J)5DV(J)5D2S. It represents
the anharmonicity of the system.

If the twist atJ50 is nonsingular and there are no low
order resonances, then Moser’s twist theorem implies
the elliptic fixed point is a limit point of a family of invarian
tori.1,2 For the area-preserving case, this implies that
fixed point is stable. Though det (t(0))50 seems special, i
occurs with codimension-one in the neighborhood of a
pling bifurcation of an elliptic fixed point.3,4 That is, if varia-
tion of a parameter causes the frequency at the elliptic fi
point to cross1

3, the twist at the elliptic fixed point will ge-
nerically cross zero for a nearby parameter value. Con
quences of this were observed in Refs. 5–7.

Vanishing of the twist for the two-dimensional case lea
to a number of phenomena, including instability,4,8,9 recon-
nection bifurcations between unstable and stable manifo
of periodic orbits,10,11 orbits that can chaotically drift amon
multiple island chains with the same frequency,12 exotic
‘‘meandering’’ invariant circles,13 and unusual renormaliza
tion structure for critical twistless invariant circles.14–16The
structures that arise depend upon the number of vanis
derivatives ofS— if j derivatives vanish, thenj island chains
with the same frequency can arise nearby in param
space.17

Here we begin an investigation of the twist singulariti
that occur in the neighborhood of an elliptic fixed point
four-dimensional, symplectic maps. We start by studying
form of typical singularities in the frequency map defined
V(J). These singularities have been classified by Thom18

and Arnold.19 The stable singularities ford52 are the fold
and cusp.

We then study a polynomial map in the neighborhood
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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an elliptic fixed point. If we assume there are no low-ord
resonances, the map can be transformed to Birkhoff form
some finite order in a power series expansion in the actio
We compute the twist and show that it generally vanis
near several resonances. We compare the calculations o
twist with numerical calculations of the frequency map bas
on Laskar’s algorithm20,21 to observe the folds and cusp
Finally we use the technique of Meiss22 to estimate the vol-
ume of the elliptic region in the neighborhood of the fix
point.

II. VANISHING TWIST

Since the frequency map is generated byS through
V(J)5DS, this map is an example of a ‘‘Lagrangian map
Recall that ad-dimensional submanifold of a symplect
manifold is Lagrangian if the symplectic form vanishes ide
tically for any pair of tangent vectors to the submanifo
The submanifoldL5$(u,J):u50% is Lagrangian, and its
image under the Birkhoff normal form~1!, f (L)5$(u,J):u
5DS(J)%, is therefore also Lagrangian. Since this Lagran
ian manifold is a graph overJ, we can trivially project out
the J direction, defining

J°
V

DS~J!5v1t0J1
1

2
Jtt1J1¯

to be the frequency map,V. The twist is defined to be the
Jacobian of the frequency map

t~J!5DV~J!5D2S~J!5t01t1J1¯ ,

wheret1 is a one-form valued matrix.
Since Ji>0, the domain of the frequency map is th

positive orthant inJ, so that its image is a cone inV with
vertex atv ~see Fig. 1!. ~Most of the figures in this article ar
available in color in the online version.! If the twist is non-
singular atJ, then the frequency map is a diffeomorphis
nearJ. Here we discuss the form of the singularities in t
frequency map that are created as dett goes through zero
i.e., of the critical points of Lagrangian maps.

A. Singularities of maps

Here we briefly recall a few facts about the singularit
of smooth maps.23 A map f :Rm→Rn has a critical point atx

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Sketch of the frequency map ford52. The positive
quadrant in action space is mapped to a cone in frequency space. Thr
out this article the solid curves denote theJ1 axis or its image and the
dashed curves theJ2 axis or its image. The vectors label the columns oft0

ast i j and the four entries int1 ass i , see~6!.
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if its Jacobian,D f (x), has less than maximal rank, i.e.,
rank(D f ),min(m,n). The image,f (x), of a critical point is
a critical value. A map is said to be (Ck) stable atx if every
map that is sufficiently close tof ~in the sense that the firstk
derivatives are close! is locally diffeomorphic to f . The
equivalence class of maps that are locally diffeomorphic tf
is the ‘‘germ’’ of f . If the dimension is low enough, the germ
can be represented by a fixed polynomial map; more ge
ally ‘‘moduli,’’ which are either parameters or arbitrary func
tions, are needed to represent the germ. The equivale
class of maps represented by the germ in the neighborh
of a critical point is called a ‘‘singularity.’’

For example, whenm5n52, there are only two stable
singular germs; both correspond to singularities for wh
rank(D f )51. These are the ‘‘fold,’’ represented byf (x)
5(x1

2 ,x2), and the ‘‘cusp,’’ represented byf (x)5(x1
3

1x1x2 ,x2). The case for which the rank ofD f is 0 is not
stable in two dimensions. Since the fold and cusp are sta
every nearby map has nearby critical points of the sa
form.

B. Singularities of Lagrangian maps

A Lagrangian map is defined by the projection of a L
grangian manifold onto a Lagrangian plane. For example
geometrical optics the Lagrangian manifold corresponds
wave front together with its unit normals, the velocity ve
tors, and the projection is to physical space. Correspo
ingly, the set of critical values of a Lagrangian map is call
a ‘‘caustic.’’ A Lagrangian manifold can be represented by
single, generating function;24 if, as in our case, the Lagrang
ian manifold is a graph over the action space, (u,J)
5(DS(J),J), the generating function isS(J). The Lagrang-
ian map is the projection of the manifold onto the acti
space, i.e.,V:Rd→Rd defined byJ°DS(J). The map has a
critical point atJ if t5D2S(J) is singular.

The standard theory of the singularities of Lagrang
maps has been formalized by Thom and generalized
Arnold.23 Whend51 there is only one stable singularity, th
‘‘fold.’’ For d52 the ‘‘cusp’’ singularity is also stable. Fo
d53, three new singularities are stable, the ‘‘swallowta
and two forms of point singularities~pyramids and purses!.

The fold singularity is denotedA2 . When d52, a La-
grangian map with a fold is locally equivalent to the m
generated by

S~J!5J1
21J2

3. ~2!

The critical set, determined by 05det (D2S)512J2 , is the
horizontal axis. The caustic isVc5V(J1,0), which is the
axisV250. The action of the map is to fold theJ-plane into
the upper halfV-plane.

There are two cusp singularities, denotedA3
e , wheree

56. For d52, the germ of these is represented by the g
erating function

S~J!5~J11J2
2!21eJ2

4. ~3!

Here the critical set is the parabolaJ152(113e)J2
2, and

the caustic is the semi-cubical parabola, or cusp:

gh-
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Vc522eS 3J2
2

4J2
3D .

In the exterior of the cusp, the map is one-to-one, while
the interior it is three-to-one.

Generally the set of critical points, dett50, is a smooth
codimension-one submanifold inJ-space, i.e., a curve whe
d52. The caustic is locally smooth whenever the image
the tangent vector to the critical set is nonzero. This tang
v, is determined by (D dett)Tv50, and its imagetv is non-
zero if v is not in the kernel oft. In terms of the generating
function, this condition reduces to the equation

d5S11~3S12S1222S11S222!2S12~3S12S1122S22S111!Þ0, ~4!

on the curveS11S225S12
2 ; the subscripts onS indicate partial

derivatives. WhendÞ0, the singularity is locally a fold, and
whend50, the image is a cusp point whenever the image
the unit tangent vector is not continuous. This is gene
since it happens whenever at least one of the componen
tv reverses sign upon crossing the zero.

C. Twistless bifurcations

Since the Birkhoff normal form is computed as a pow
series aboutJ50, and the physical domain corresponds
Ji>0, we now consider singularities that occur at the orig
for a map whose domain is the positive orthant. The beha
of the frequency map at the origin is determined by the ra
of t05D2S(0). When this is less thand, the image col-
lapses to a subspace of dimension rank(t0). Generally, if a
parameter is varied so thatt0 goes through rankd21, the
orientation of the image is reversed. If we keep nonlin
terms inJ, this generally corresponds to the passage of a
caustic throughv5V(0). Since the passage of dett0

through zero results in qualitative changes in the dynam
we call it a ‘‘twistless bifurcation.’’

The critical points in the neighborhood ofJ50 can be
studied by expandingS in a series in the actions. Ford52,
this series begins

S~J!5v•J1 1
2 aJ1

21bJ1J21 1
2 dJ2

21 1
6 ~s1J1

313s2J1
2J2

13s3J1J2
21s4J2

3!. ~5!

For this generating function, the twist is

t~J!5t01t1~J!5S a b

b dD
1S s1J11s2J2 s2J11s3J2

s2J11s3J2 s3J11s4J2
D . ~6!

The columns oft0 , (a,b)T and (b,d)T, are tangent to the
images of the positiveJ axes atv, and so define the openin
angle of the frequency cone~recall Fig. 1!. Vanishing of the
twist at the origin occurs if the columns oft0 are parallel or
antiparallel. If the vectors are parallel, the frequency co
collapses at the twistless point, and if they are antiparalle
opens to 180°. To next order inJ, the boundaries of this
cone are parabolas whose symmetry axes are given by
vectors (s1 ,s2)T and (s3 ,s4)T. Depending upon the orien
wnloaded 10 Nov 2005 to 128.138.249.124. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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tation of these vectors, the cone boundaries are curved e
toward its interior or its exterior. These then determi
whether the frequency map is locally one-to-one when det0

is positive or negative.
Finally, the twist could vanish if both elements in on

column oft0 are zero, i.e., when the kernel oft0 coincides
with a coordinate axis. Since this requires two conditions
t0 , it is codimension-two. This corresponds to the transit
between the parallel and antiparallel cases.

The critical set, dett50, for ~6! is a quadratic curve.
When the curve is an ellipse, its caustic contains three cu
and when it is a hyperbola one branch of the caustic is a
and the other has a single cusp. Since we consider a po
series about the origin, we are most interested in the sin
larities when they occur at the image ofJ50 which is V
5v. From ~4!, there is a cusp atv when

d~0!5a~3bs32as4!2b~3bs22ds1!50.

Otherwise, the image of the origin is a fold point. We w
primarily study folds in this article, leaving the study o
cusps to a later work,25 so we assume thatd(0)Þ0.

The fold can crossJ50 in two ways, depending upon
the slope of the critical set at the origin:

m52
ds11as322bs2

ds21as422bs2
.

If m is negative, then as dett0 crosses zero the fold line
appears to be created or destroyed at the origin, sinc
moves through the nonphysical negativeJ quadrants into the
first quadrant. However, if the fold has positive slope, th
there will be a nearby fold for both signs of dett0.

We show the four possible cases in Figs. 2–5. The c
umns oft0 pass through the parallel state in Figs. 2 and
and the antiparallel state in Figs. 4 and 5. When the slop
the critical set is positive as in Figs. 2 and 4, the fold cur
is present on both sides of dett050, but it intersects the
image of theJ1 axis on one side and theJ2 axis on the other.
When the slope is negative as in Figs. 3 and 5, the fold
present in the image of the positive quadrant only wh
dett0,0.

III. ELLIPTIC FIXED POINTS

Supposef :R2d→R2d is a symplectic map andz5 f (z) is
a fixed point. We call the eigenvalues ofD f (z) its ‘‘multi-
pliers,’’ and denote them bym i . SinceD f is a symplectic
matrix, its multipliers come in reciprocal pairs$mk ,1/mk ,k
51,...,d%, and the corresponding eigenvectors span a tw
dimensional symplectic subspace. We define traces in e
symplectic subspace as

rk5mk11/mk ,

and the residues26 as

Rk5 1
4 ~22rk!. ~7!
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. ~Color online! A frequency map when the columns oft pass through the parallel state and the critical curve has positive slope. Herev5(0,0) and
s5(21,1,22,0). For the left panelt5@(3,1)T,(1,0.5)T#, and for the right panel,t5@(0.8,1)T,(1,0.5)T#. The grid of thin curves is the image of the positiv
quadrant which is bounded by the images of theJ1-axis ~solid!, and theJ2-axis ~dashed!. The caustic~dotted curve! intersects the image of theJ1-axis when
dett0.0, and theJ2-axis when the orientation reverses.
it
en-

or
When 0<Rk<1, the multipliermk is on the unit circle. We
assume, more strongly, that 0,Rk,1 and RkÞRj , for k
Þ j . In this case the origin is a linearly stable fixed point;
is called ‘‘strongly-stable’’ following Arnold.1 This excludes
the saddle-center and period-doubling bifurcation valuesm
wnloaded 10 Nov 2005 to 128.138.249.124. Redistribution subject to AIP 
561, and the Krein collisionsmk5m j . Though a fixed point
may be linearly stable at these resonant points, it is not g
erally so.

For an elliptic fixed point, we define the rotation vect
vPRd by
FIG. 3. ~Color online! A frequency map when the columns oft pass through the parallel state and the critical curve has negative slope. Herev5(0,0) and
s5(3,21.5,23,1.5). For the left panelt5@(1,1.1)T,(1.1,1.55)T#, so that dett.0, and for the right panelt5@(0.4,1.1)T,(1.1.55)T#, so that dett,0. The
critical set enters the positive quadrant when dett,0 and intersects both boundaries of the cone, thus the caustic~dotted curve! is only visible in the right
panel.
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. ~Color online! A frequency map when the columns oft pass through the antiparallel state and the slope of the critical curve is positive. Hev
5(0,0) ands5(20.3,0,20.5,1). For the left panelt5@(0.8,1.15)T,(1.15,0.5)T#, and for the right panel,t5@(0.8,1)T,(1,0.5)T#. For positive orientation, the
caustic crosses the image of theJ2 axis; and when the orientation reverses, it crosses theJ1 image.
ay

-
on

an

nds
mk5e2p ivk, k51,...,d. ~8!

Since the multipliers come in reciprocal pairs, we can alw

choosevkP(0,1
2), for then the reciprocal multiplier corre

sponds to negative rotation number. With this conventi
the traces,rk52 cos 2pvk and the residues,

Rk5sin2 pvk5 1
4 umk21u2, ~9!

are one-to-one invk .
wnloaded 10 Nov 2005 to 128.138.249.124. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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A. Kinematics of resonances

In the neighborhood of an elliptic fixed point, a map c
be transformed into the Birkhoff normal form~1! to arbitrary
order whenever it is not resonant. A resonance correspo
to an integer vectorm5(m1 ,...,md)PZd such that

mm[m1
m1m2

m2
¯md

md51. ~10!

Using 8, this is equivalent to the existence ofnPZ such that
ere
FIG. 5. ~Color online! A frequency map when the columns oft pass through the antiparallel state and the slope of the critical curve is negative. Hv
5(0,0) ands5(21,21,22,0). For the left panelt5@(22.2,1)T,(1,0.5)T# and the caustic is not visible. For the right panelt5@(20.2,1)T,(1,20.5)T# has
negative determinant and a fold is present.
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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m•v5n. ~11!

Thus, in frequency space, a resonance corresponds
codimension-one plane, and the set of all resonances is
set of planes with integral normal vectors,m, and rational
intercepts with the coordinate axes. Thus, the collection
resonances can be labeled by vectors (m,n)PZd11.

Since ~11! is homogeneous in (m,n), we can assume
that the components of this vector are coprime without l
of generality. However, we need not consider all such v
tors. Two resonances are equivalent if they can be tra
formed into one another byv85v2 l , where l PZd. The
corresponding action on the resonance isn→n85n2 l •m.
Similarly, resonances are equivalent if they can be tra
formed into one another byv852v, which induces the
action n→n852n. A well known lemma27 implies that
there exists an integer vectorl PZd such that 0<n8
,gcd(m). In particular, if the components ofm are coprime,
thenn can always be chosen to be 0, since gcd(m)51.

Since r i52 cos(2pvi), the resonance condition can b
written in terms of the traces as

(
i 51

d

mi arccos~r i /2!52pn. ~12!

Generally this equation can be transformed into a polynom
in the traces by using Chebyshev polynomials

Tm~r/2![cos~m arccos~r/2!!. ~13!

SincerP@22,2# when the fixed point is elliptic, this poly
nomial is real.

B. Resonances for four-dimensional maps

For d52, we can convert the resonance condition~12! to
polynomial form simply by moving the second term to t
right-hand side and taking the cosine of both sides. T
gives the polynomial

Rm1m2
5Tm1

~r1/2!2Tm2
~r2/2!,

whose zeros correspond to the (m1 ,m2 ,n) resonances. Note
that n has vanished from this form, as it must, sincen does
not appear in~10!. Moreover, it is clear from this form tha
the signs of themi are irrelevant sinceTm(x)5T2m(x). This
can also be seen by noting that the traces involve the m
plier and its reciprocal symmetrically and so do not depe
upon whetherm or m21 is involved in the condition~10!.
The first few resonance polynomials, written as functions
the residues, are

R10522R1 ,

R11522~R12R2!,

R2058R1~R121!, ~14!

R2158R1~R121!12R2 ,

R30522R1~4R123!2.

If the vectorm is reducible, i.e., gcd(m1 ,m2)Þ1, then
the polynomialsRm can be factored. This follows from th
relation
wnloaded 10 Nov 2005 to 128.138.249.124. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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Tkm~x!5Tk~Tm~x!!,

which is a simple consequence of the definition~13!. In par-
ticular, note that ifm15km18 andm25km28 , then

Tm1
~x!2Tm2

~y!5Tk~Tm
18
~x!!2Tk~Tm

28
~y!!,

and since the polynomial equationp(x)2p(y) always has a
factor x2y, we can write

Rm1m2
5P~R1 ,R2!Rm

18m
28
,

whereP is a polynomial of degree (k21)max(m18 ,m28). This
process can be repeated for each common factor in the c
ponents ofm. When this is completed, each of the facto
corresponds to a particular value ofn; since they will appear
as denominators in the Birkhoff normal form, we deno
these byDm1m2n . When m is coprime, thenn50 so that
Dm,0}Rm , but we adjust the sign and divide out inessent
constants. Here are the first few cases:

D201512R1 ;

D021512R2 ;

D30154R123;
~15!D03154R223;

D21054R1~R121!1R2 ;

D12054R2~R221!1R1 .

To plot the resonance curves in the trace or resid
space, we can use parametric curves. For example, ifm2

Þ0, the (m,n) resonance is the curve

v15tm2 , v252tm11
n

m2
.

Using the definition of the traces, this gives the curves

r1~ t !52 cos~2pm2t !,

r2~ t !52 cosS 2pm1t22p
n

m2
D .

Therefore the resonant curves in the space of traces or
dues are Lissajous figures.

In the left panel of Fig. 6 we show the resonance curv
up to order four. The right panel of the figure shows res
nances up to order 9. While this picture may seem simila
the familiar ‘‘Arnold web’’ of resonances in action space,28 it
represents resonances at the fixed point in the param
space of a family of maps and not resonances in the spac
initial conditions~e.g., actions! of one map.

IV. QUADRATIC SYMPLECTIC MAPS

Here we will illustrate the formation of twist singulari
ties by studying a four-dimensional quadratic, symplec
map that has a strongly-stable, elliptic fixed point. The g
eral form for quadratic symplectic maps has been found
Moser,29 generalizing He´non’s quadratic map30 to higher di-
mensions. Since this map does not necessarily have fi
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 6. ~Color online! Resonances curves up to order 4~left panel! and order 9~right panel! in the space of residues.
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points, we start with that assumption to construct our
ample. In the Appendix we will show how to obtain our ma
from Moser’s general quadratic map.

We will use a Lagrangian generating function to wr
our map in ‘‘standard’’ form,

L~x,x8!5K~x82x!2V~x!, ~16!

whereK is the ‘‘kinetic’’ and V is the ‘‘potential’’ energy.
The map is generated via the one formy8dx82ydx5dL,
giving

y52
]L

]x
5DK~x82x!1DV~x!,

~17!

y85
]L

]x8
5DK~x82x!.

If this map has a fixed point, then we can shift it to t
origin. The new generating function then has no linear ter
in V.

First we consider the quadratic Lagrangian when ther
a strongly-stable fixed point at the origin. In this case co
dinates in phase space can be chosen so that the map
real block diagonal normal form~see, e.g., Ref. 2!. Such a
map is generated by a quadratic Lagrangian of the form

L (2)~x,x8!5 (
k51

d
sk

2
@~xk82xk!

224Rkxk
2#. ~18!

Here theRk are the residues of the fixed point, and thesk

561 are signs that determine the Krein signature
effectively the direction of rotation in each canonical plan
The quadratic Lagrangian~18! generates the linear map wit
matrix

M5diagF S 124Rk sk

24Rksk 1 D ,k51,...,dG . ~19!
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This is easily seen to be equivalent to the more comm
rotation matrix form.2 The matrix M can be written asM
5B21M 8B whereM 8 is the symplectic rotation with diag
onal blocks

Mk85S cos 2pvk sksin 2pvk

2sksin 2pvk cos 2pvk
D ,

andB is symplectic with the blocks

Bk5
1

sin~2pvk!
S 0 1

2sin~2pvk! 2skRk
D .

Now we want to consider nonlinear perturbations of th
strongly-stable fixed point. We represent the quadratic n
linear terms in the map by adding a cubic potential to
generating function,

V3~x!5 (
i 1 j 53

ai j x1
i x2

j . ~20!

The standard map generated by~16! with V(x)5(2skRkxk
2

1V(3)(x) andK(v)5(skvk
2/2 is

xk85xk1skyk8 ,
~21!

yk85yk24Rkskxk2DkV
(3)~x!.

A special case of this system is the ‘‘natural map’’ o
tained when the Krein signaturessk are equal. In this case
the definiteness of the kinetic energy imposes some res
tions on the behavior of the system.31

Note that the inverse of the map~21! is easy to obtain:

xk85xk2skyk ,

yk85yk14Rkskxk81DkV
(3)~x8!.

Thus~21! is a polynomial diffeomorphism and has a polyn
mial inverse of the same degree.
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 7. ~Color! Estimated size of the island of quasiperiodic motion around the elliptic fixed point of the cubic natural map as a function of the residu
the area of trapped orbits on the symmetry plane. We chooses15s2 , and for the left panel setai j 50.1 while for the righta305a2150. The trapped area is
indicated with the hue on the color wheel, with red (0°) corresponding to the smallest island, through green to blue to magenta (359°) as the la
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A. Island size

The map~21! has rich dynamical behavior which ha
only been partially explored. One experiment that illustra
some of the phenomena is the computation of the size of
stable island around the elliptic fixed point. For the tw
dimensional case this experiment was first performed
Hénon.30 Those calculations clearly showed the strong
pendence of the size of the island on the residue, an
particular that it shrinks to zero at thev5 1

3 resonance.
Hénon used the length of the portion of the symmetry li
that contains bounded orbits as an estimate for the area o
island. The actual area of the island can also be compute
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‘‘counting pixels’’ that contain trapped initial conditions,32 or
by the more efficient and precise method of exit tim
distributions.22

The quadratic map~21! does have reversing symmetr
with a fixed set$x50%. Thus, by analogy with He´non’s work
we can estimate the trapped volume by looking only at ini
conditions starting on this symmetry plane and estimat
the area for which the trajectories are bounded. In Fig. 7
results are shown for two different set of parameters.
determine the trapped island area in the symmetry plane
assume that the region is star convex and calculate its are
dissecting it into 100 equal sectors. For each ray boundin
function
FIG. 8. ~Color! Estimated volume of bounded orbits in the island of quasiperiodic motion around the elliptic fixed point of the cubic natural map as a
of the residues using the average exit time. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 7.
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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sector the boundary of the island is estimated by conside
an orbit as trapped if it does not leave the cube of boun
orbits for 1000 iterations. The transition point on each ray
found by bisection. This is much more efficient than cou
ing pixels would be, particularly for large islands, though
does rely on the assumption of star convexity.

We observe that the island size is strongly influenced
the low order resonances. In the left panel, the area shrink
zero near and outside the~301! and ~031! resonances, while
in the right panel the~210! resonance is most effective
Many of the resonances shown in Fig. 6 are visible in p
ticular in the right picture. The fact that the~110! resonance
increases the island size~instead of decreasing it! is related
to the fact that under the strong-stability assumption,
map is diagonalizable whenv1→v2 ; generically, this would
not be the case, and the~110! resonance might have a stron
effect in the opposite way.

For four-dimensional maps an explicit volume calcu
tion by counting ‘‘voxels’’ is prohibitively expensive; how
ever, the exit time distribution technique22 is much more ef-
ficient and can still be carried out. To do this, we choos
hypercubeC5$uxu,uyu,2% that appears to contain all of th
bounded orbits. Moser29 gives a larger box that contains a
bounded orbits, but from our numerical experiments we
that for our parametersC is sufficient. The incoming set forC
is the portion of the cube that is not in its image,I
5C\ f (C). The exit time,t1(z) for a pointzPI, is the num-
ber of iterations until it leavesC, and the average exit time
^t1&I , is the average over all points inI. If we compute this
average, then the volume of the accessible region is give
^t1&Im(I). Thus the volume of trapped orbits ism(C)
2^t1&Im(I), wherem is the measure of the respective se

The exit time computation is realized as a Monte Ca
simulation. First pick a random point in the cubeC. If its
preimage is inC, then it is not inI, and it is discarded;
otherwise, determine the exit time of the point. The aver
over all such points iŝt1&I . The probabilityPI of a point to
be in I givesm(I)'PIm(C). In this Monte Carlo realization
statistical fluctuations can give an accessible volume slig
larger thanm(C)544. In this case the trapped area is set
be 0.

Typical results are shown in Fig. 8, for the same para
eters as in Fig. 7. The results are qualitatively similar to
previous one, though the volume drops more dramatic
near higher order resonances than the area on the symm
plane does, presumably because volume has sampled
regions of phase space.

B. Normal form

To transform~21! to Birkhoff normal form it is conve-
nient to use complex coordinates that diagonalize the lin
ization. Each block of~19! has eigenvaluesmk and m̄k , and
eigenvectorsvk5(1/f k) (sk(12m̄k)

1 ) and v̄k , for some normal-

ization given byf k . Complex coordinates (z,z̄) can be in-
troduced so that the new system is diagonal by defining

S xk

yk
D5vkzk1 v̄kz̄k . ~22!
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The normalization ofvk is arbitrary; because the nonlinea
terms in the map are only functions ofxk , we choose it so
that the relationxk5(1/f k) (zk1 z̄k) is simple, i.e., so thatf k

is real and positive. Since the Poisson brackets of the old
new variables are related by 15$xk ,yk%5vk3 v̄k$zk ,z̄k%,
this means that the cross product of the eigenvectors mus
imaginary and depends upon the Krein signature. We cho
the normalization so that

$zk ,z̄k%52isk ,

which implies thatvk3 v̄k52 ( i /2) sk , and gives

f k52Asin 2pvk52&~Rk~12Rk!!1/4. ~23!

Note that f k is real and nonzero because of the convent
that 0,v, 1

2. The inverse of the transformation~22! can be
written

zk5
2i

f k
@~12mk!xk2skyk#. ~24!

In these coordinates~21! is transformed into

zk85mkFzk1
2isk

f k
DkV

(3)S z1 z̄

f D G , ~25!

together with the corresponding complex conjugate eq
tions. HereD jV

(3)(x) denotes the derivative of the nonline
terms in the potential with respect to thej th argument, i.e.,
xj .

It is interesting that the sole effect of the Krein sign
tures in~25! is to modify the signs of the terms in the gra
dient of the potential. Of course, when we transform back
real variables,~24! shows that the direction of rotation de
pends uponsk as well.

SinceV(3) is a polynomial, each nonlinear term in th
complex map~25! has the form of a constant timeszj

[)k51
d zk

j kz̄k
j̄ k where the exponents are all non-negative in

gers. The degree of the term isJ5(k51
d j k1 j̄ k . In its sim-

plest form, the Birkhoff normalization of~25! proceeds itera-
tively to attempt to remove each term of degreeJ.1 in the
map using a coordinate transformation of the formz5z
1Z(z,z̄), whereZ is a vector of homogeneous polynomia
of degreeJ. We start withJ52 to remove the quadratic
terms, and then proceed successively to remove cubic te
and so forth.

In order to remove a particular termzj of degreeJ in the
map forzi8 , we require a term inZi with coefficient propor-

tional to ()k51
d mk

j km̄k
j̄ k2m i)

21. Since m̄51/m the transfor-
mation exists as long as

)
k51

d

mk
j k2 j̄ kÞm i .

Thus, for the cased52 and a resonancemm51, the trans-
formation does not exist for thezi8 component when

i 51 : nm15 j 12 j̄ 121, nm25 j 22 j̄ 2 ,
~26!

i 52 : nm15 j 12 j̄ 1 , nm25 j 22 j̄ 221,

with some nonzero integern.
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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For certain terms this will givem15m250, in which
case the corresponding term can never be removed by a
ordinate transformation. The coefficients of these irrem
able terms are called the twists. In the present case u
degree 3 they are given byz1 , z1(z1z̄1), z1(z2z̄2) for the z18
equation and byz2 , z2(z1z̄1), z2(z2z̄2) for the z28 equation.
The transformation to normal form has to remove all t
quadratic terms~if nonresonant!. There are ten of them, s
the transformation has ten corresponding terms to rem
them. Assuming that all the other terms of degree 3 can
removed~i.e., assuming there is no resonance up to includ
order 4!, the map takes the form

zk85mkzkS 11 ipsk(
j 51

d

tk juz j u2D ~27!

plus terms of degree 4 or higher inz.
Introducing action-angle variables (J,u) by zk

5A2Jke
iskuk gives the standard form of a twist map

Jk85Jk ,
~28!

uk85uk12pS skvk1(
j 51

d

tk jJj D ,

plus terms of degree 2 or higher inJ and periodic inu. The
twist matrix is symmetric because the map is symplectic

The three entries of the symmetric twist-matrixt jk for
the cubic map are given by

t115
1

64pR1D201
S 9a30

2 s1

528R1

R1D301
1a21

2 s2

N12

R2D210
D ,

t225
1

64pR2D021
S 9a03

2 s2

528R2

R2D031
1a12

2 s1

N21

R1D120
D ,

~29!

t125
1

16pAR1R2D201D021
S a21

2 s1

N1

D210
1a12

2 s2

N2

D120

2a12a30s1

3

2R1
2a21a03s2

3

2R2
D ,

where the resonance denominators are given in~15! and the
numerators by

Njk58Rj~12Rj !23Rk ,

Nk5122Rk .

It is of course no accident that the resonance polynom
appear as the denominators of the corresponding reso
terms.

The relation between the exponentsj k , j̄ k , the reso-
nancesm and the resonance curves in residue space~recall
Fig. 6! is interesting. On the one hand, starting with giv
exponents, there can be more than one~but finitely many!
resonances corresponding to them. Whether the resonan
important depends of course on its amplitude. On the o
hand, a given resonance curve accounts for a number of r
nances and an infinite number of corresponding exponen
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The truncated nonresonant normal form has the two
tionsJk5zkz̄k/2 as integrals. Transforming back to the orig
nal coordinatesx and y gives cubic approximations for th
integrals

1

2
f 1

2J154R1x1~x12s1y1!1y1
22

3s1a30

D301
x1~2x12s1y1!

3~x12s1y1!2
s1a21

D210
~2R1~2x22s2y2!x1

2

2s1~4R1x22s2y2!x1y11~2R121!x2y1
2!

1
s1a12

D120
~~R122R2!~2x12s1y1!x2

21s2~2~2R2

2R1!x12s1~2R221!y1!x2y21~R121!x1y2
2!

1O~4!. ~30!

The first three terms contain the expression from a cu
two-dimensional map while the remaining terms give t
result of the coupling proportional toa21 and a12 ~the term
a03 does not enter to this order!. The analogous equation fo
J2 is obtained by exchanging the indices 1 and 2 and als
and 3.

V. FOLD SINGULARITIES NEAR AN ELLIPTIC
FIXED POINT

The twist coefficients of the Birkhoff normal form ca
be used to find singularities of the frequency map. Wh
dett0 is zero, there is a singularity at the fixed point that w
call a twistless bifurcation. Since we are not able to de
mine whether this bifurcation is a fold or a cusp witho
calculatingt1 , we will focus on the fold case. We show i
this section that a fold singularity necessarily occurs in o
parameter families of maps, if the family crosses a tripli
resonance line in a certain way.

A. Twistless curves

As we discussed in Sec. II C, the type of twistless bifu
cation obtained when a fold crosses the origin depends u
whether the columns oft0 are parallel or antiparallel. To
visualize this, consider the two direction fields given by t
normalized column vectors oft0 . We show these fields in
Fig. 9 for two sets of values for the nonlinear parametersai j ;
since the components oft0 are homogeneous quadratic pol
nomials in these parameters, their overall scale is unimp
tant and there are only three independent parameters
determine this direction field in residue space. Thus we
specify only the ratios of the values of theai j to define the
picture. In the figure, the first column vector oft0

corresponds to the black vectors and the second to the
vectors.

Notice that the twist vectors in the figure appear to
either nearly aligned or antialigned over a large region n
R15R2'0.5, but that their behavior varies rapidly near t
resonance lines. Since dett050 is a single condition, we ex
pect it to vanish on curves in the residue space. It is eas
obtain these curves numerically using a contour plotting
gorithm; the plots are more easily constructed if we comp
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Unit vector fields given by the columns oft0 as a function of the residues. The black and gray arrows represent the image of theJ1- andJ2-axes,
respectively. We sets15s2 , for the left panel we choosea305a215a125a03 and for the right panela305a21522a12522a03 . Resonance curves up to orde
three are also shown. When the columns are parallel or antiparallel dett0 vanishes.
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the numerator of the rational expression for dett0 from ~29!
and set it to zero, since this eliminates infinities which a
unimportant in drawing the zeros. We show examples
these curves in Fig. 10 for the same parameter va
as Fig. 9.

In general the expression for the twistless bifurcat
curves in parameter space are quite complicated. Howe
the poles in dett0 that occur at low-order resonances a
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helpful in understanding the behavior, just as they were he
ful in the two-dimensional case.3 We will first obtain an el-
ementary lemma about these poles, and then use it to pro
theorem about the necessity of twistless bifurcations in c
tain one-parameter families.

Lemma 1: If all of the quadratic coefficients of the poly
nomial map (21) do not vanish, then the determinant of
twist has poles of order three at the~100! and ~010! reso-
ig. 9.
FIG. 10. ~Color online! Resonance curves of orders 1, 2, and 3, and zeros of dett0 ~dashed curves! in the residue space. Parameters are the same as F
The dots indicate places where a column oft0 vanishes.
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nances, poles of order two at the~210! and ~120! resonances
and poles of order one at the~201!, ~021!, ~301! and ~031!
resonances. The coefficients of the second and third o
poles are always negative.

Proof: A straightforward expansion of dett0 near the
~100! and ~210! resonances gives

dett0;2
1

R1
3

3

2048p2

~a30a12!
2

R2~12R2!
1O~R1

22!,

dett0;2
1

D 210
2

1

1024p2 S a21
2

R1~12R1!
D 2

1O~D 210
21!.

This gives the promised results for these resonances, s
the denominatorsR1 andD210 have first order zeros on th
resonance curves. The expressions for the~010! and ~120!
resonances are obtained by exchanging coefficients 0↔3
and 1↔2 as usual. A similar calculation gives the expre
sions for the coefficients of the first order poles; these
complicated and not especially useful, so we do not g
them explicitly. h

Since the second order poles have negative coefficie
twistless bifurcations are forced by the first order pole at
~301! and ~031! resonances. However, which side of the
resonance curves has the twistless curve depends upo
sign of the coefficient of the pole. Nevertheless we can c
clude that there must be twistless bifurcations ‘‘near’’ t
~301! and ~310! resonances:

Theorem 2: Suppose the map (21) has all of its qu
dratic coefficients ai j nonzero. LetP be a path in residue
space whose endpoints are on the~210! or ~120! resonance
curves and which transversely crosses either the~310! or
~301! curve exactly once. Then there is a twistless bifurcat
at some point onP.

Proof: Since P begins and ends on resonance curv
where dett0 has a negative second order pole, then det0

,0 on P for points sufficiently close to its endpoints. Sinc
there are poles of order 1 at the~310! and~031! resonances
it is necessary that dett0.0 whenP approaches one side o
these resonance curves. Thus dett0 crosses zero onP. h

In Fig. 10, the twistless bifurcation that is forced by th
mechanism is the curve that lies between the~301! line and
the ~210! parabola for smallR2 , then crosses the~301! reso-
nance nearR250.6, finally ending up between the~031! and
~120! curves for smallR1 . There may be other points wher
the twist vanishes as well—indeed in the figure several s
curves occur—but the regions where they occur depen
detail on the parameter values as can be seen by comp
the two cases shown in Fig. 10.

Note that since the~210! resonance curve transverse

crosses the~031! curve at the pointR5( 1
4,

3
4), corresponding

to the frequenciesv5( 1
6,

1
3), the corollary implies that any

small circle enclosing this point must contain at least t
twistless points. Thus there must be a curve of twistless
rameter values that goes through this double resonance

symmetry, this is also true at the pointR5( 3
4,

1
4). We will

investigate the structure of the frequency maps near
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point below. A similar argument cannot be given forR

5( 3
4,

3
4), since here the four low-order resonance curv

~210!, ~120!, ~310!, and ~130! all cross in such a way tha
small loops encircling this point do not cross the curves
the correct order to force twistless points.

As we move along a twistless curve in parameter spa
it is possible for the twistless bifurcation to change from o
of parallel type to one of antiparallel type. This can on
occur when a column of the twist matrix vanishes, since
column vectors correspond to the tangent vectors of the
ages of theJ axes~recall Fig. 1!. Since vanishing of a col-
umn of t requires two conditions, we expect this to occur
isolated points in the residue space: it is a codimension-
bifurcation. In Fig. 10 this occurs, for example, near t
crossing of the~210! and~120! curves, corresponding to th

double-resonancev5( 1
5,

2
5). We show an enlargement of th

left panel of Fig. 10 in Fig. 11. To show that a column oft0

vanishes along the twistless curves, we also plot the z
level sets of the three entries of the twist matrix in Fig. 1
There are two points on which a column oft vanishes in this
figure; the first column vanishes atR'(0.3536,0.8874) and
the second atR'(0.3478,0.8965). Along the lower twistles
curve in Fig. 11, the bifurcation is of antiparallel type to th
right of the codimension-two point, and parallel to its le
All of the codimension-two points are indicated by the do
in Fig. 10.

All of the twistless curves in Fig. 10 correspond to th
vanishing of a single eigenvalue oft0 . In order that both
eigenvalues of the symmetric twist matrix vanish, all three
the elements~29! must vanish simultaneously; thus this is
codimension-three phenomenon. We could achieve this
choice of one of the nonlinear terms in addition to the tw
residues. An easy place to search for this phenomeno

FIG. 11. ~Color online! Enlargement of the left panel of Fig. 10 near th
crossing of the~210! and~120! resonance curves~thick lines!. The twistless
curves~dashed! show a loop extending from this crossing point that was n
visible in the previous figure. Also shown are the curves~dotted! along
which individual components of the twist matrix vanish and dots at
codimension-two points.
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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close to the two neighboring codimension-two points cor
sponding to vanishing of each column oft0 , e.g., nearR
5(0.35,0.89) in Fig. 11. For example, if we allowa30 to
vary from our standard choice of equal parameters, we
that the matrix t0 vanishes identically when R
'(0.348 41,0.896 33) anda3051.526 63a21. This corre-
sponds to a simultaneous ‘‘crossing’’ of the three curves
zero twist matrix entries; this is not a persistent crossing—
corresponds to the vertex of the cone defined by the van
ing of the determinant of a symmetric matrix.

B. Frequency maps

In this section we will obtain some frequency maps
~21! using Laskar’s method.21 The basic idea is to approxi
mately compute the frequencies for a particular initial co
dition by iterating for some fixed, finite time and extractin
the frequencies in the resulting time series by comput
their dominant spectral peaks. The frequency map can
computed by choosing a two-dimensional grid of initial co
ditions on a surface of fixed angles, by varying the actions
each trajectory actually lies on an invariant torus, then t
gives a numerical representation of the frequency map to
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extent that a finite time series can be used to compute
frequencies. Of course there will be many chaotic trajec
ries, and for these the frequencies are not well-defined. C
otic trajectories typically result in the frequencies not co
verging as the number of iterations is increased, and visu
result in wild behavior of the frequency map.

Specifically, we iterate a grid of initial conditions usin
the quadratic approximation to the actions, i.e., the first t
terms in~30!. We arbitrarily fix the conjugate angles to 0 an
take a grid of initial conditions in these~approximate! ac-
tions. For each point the corresponding coordinates (x,y) are
calculated and then the orbit is iterated 2N11 times and the
frequencies are calculated using a weighted Fourier trans
mation. As a weight function we use 11cospt/(N11),
wheretP@2N,N#, the so-called Hann window. We take th
sum over the four coordinates as the signalv t from the orbit.
The Fourier transform is defined by

F~v;V!5
1

2~N11! (
t52N

N

e2p iVtS 11cos
pt

N11D v t .

The maximum of the modulus ofF(v;V) as a function ofV
determines the first frequency,V1 . Note that we cannot use
-

he

he
FIG. 12. ~Color online! Frequency map near the twist
less curve forai j 50.1 ands1s251. In the top panel
(R1 ,R2)5(0.80,0.56) so thatv5(0.3524,0.2691). The
twist is t05(1/100p) @(26.82,1.13)T,(1.13,2.514)T#,
which is orientation preserving. In the bottom panel t
first residue is nowR150.82 so thatv150.3605 and
t05(1/100p) @(23.37,5.66)T,(5.66,20.469)T# which
is orientation reversing. In both figures the image of t
J1-axis intersects theV2-axis.
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 13. ~Color online! Frequency maps near a twist
less curve forai j 50.1 ands1s251. In the top panel
(R1 ,R2)5(0.626,0.13) so thatv5(0.2905,0.1174).
The twist matrix ist05(1/100p) @(20.929,23.59)T,
(23.59,216.5)T#, so dett0.0. In the bottom panel the
first residue is nowR150.636 so thatv150.2938, and
t0 5 (1/100p) @(20.769,23.68)T,(23.68,216.5)T#
which is now orientation reversing. Because the tw
vectors are so nearly parallel we have applied a sh
transformation to the figures to make the sector mo
visible, thus the units of the horizontal axis are arb
trary. In the top figure the image of theJ1-axis is on the
left, while in the bottom figure it is on the right.
n
th

. To
e a
the

on
l

a FFT for this because we need very high accuracy inV1 . To
find the second frequency,V2 , we remove the first fre-
quency from the signal by forming wt5v t

2e22p iV1tF(v;V1). Then F(w;V2) is maximized. Fre-
quencies are only defined up to unimodular transformatio
When changing the parameters it is therefore possible
wnloaded 10 Nov 2005 to 128.138.249.124. Redistribution subject to AIP 
s.
at

the largest peak appears at a different linear combination
avoid such discontinuities in the frequency map we us
continuation method that tries to find local maxima near
previously found maxima.

In Fig. 12 parameters are chosen for the two panels
opposite sides of the dett050 curve. Here the top pane
n
the
FIG. 14. ~Color online! Frequency map forai j 50.1
and s1s251, and (R1 ,R2)5(0.640,0.13) so thatv
5(0.2952,0.1174). The twist matrix is t0

5(1/100p) @(20.698,23.71)T,(23.71,216.4)T#, so
dett0,0. As in Fig. 13 the horizontal axis has bee
sheared and has arbitrary units. The image of
J1-axis is eventually on the right.
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shows that the twist columns are nearly antiparallel, and
the bottom panel, a fold singularity appears. Evidently,
slope of the singular curve is negative, so that the fold
created at the twistless bifurcation~recall Fig. 5!. Note that
there are resonances that cross the frequency map, as
cated by its oscillations. Also, chaotic orbits result in t
breakup of the grid as the actions reach the outer bounda
the island.

In Fig. 13 parameters are chosen on opposite sides o
twistless bifurcation curve for the parallel case. A fold s
gularity is present in the top panel, and it disappears on
bottom. Evidently, the slope of the singular curve is negati
so that the fold is created at the twistless bifurcation~recall
Fig. 2!. However, in the bottom panel, there appears to
another singularity in the frequency map in the interior of t
image of the positive quadrant, perhaps indicating that th
is a nearby cusp in this case.

The behavior of this case becomes even more ex
upon a further increase ofR1 , as shown in Fig. 14. For sma
values of the actions, the narrow wedge of the image of
positive quadrant is clearly visible, but for moderate actio
the image appears to undergo several spirals. The image
theJ1 andJ2 axes are particularly difficult to compute usin
the iterative method; in particular the frequency map is m
sensitive to the number of iterates used in this case t
when both actions are nonzero. This is reflected in the ra
change in the frequencies in the figure whenJ2 in particular
is increased from zero.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that twistless bifurcations occur in o
parameter families of symplectic maps when the ellip
fixed point is near a tripling resonance, wherev i5

1
3. The

simplest such bifurcation corresponds to the fold singular
it leads to the reversal of the orientation of the frequen
map and a domain on which the map is two-to-one.

A fold singularity at an elliptic fixed point is manifeste
in one of several ways depending upon whether the colu
of the twist matrix are parallel or antiparallel and whether
slope of the singular curve is positive or negative. We ha
calculated the twist for a quadratic example and shown th
predicts where this phenomenon is observed in computat
of the frequency map from iterative data. Though our tw
formulas apply for the case of mixed Krein signatures,
have not investigated the effect of these on the dynamic

Since the two-dimensional twistless bifurcation create
twistless invariant circle and reconnection bifurcations,
can expect that similar phenomena occur in the fo
dimensional case. We are currently investigating these.

It would also be interesting to investigate the occurren
of cusp singularities, which would require knowing the tw
through first order in the action variables. Since the lo
frequency map in the neighborhood of a cusp is three-to-o
it should be possible for reconnection bifurcations to oc
between three resonances with the same frequency ve
The dynamical effect of this on neighboring invariant to
should be as dramatic as the meandering invariant cu
that occur near a reconnection in two dimensions.
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APPENDIX: MOSER’S NORMAL FORM FOR
QUADRATIC MAPS

Moser29,33 showed that any four-dimensional, quadrat
symplectic map can be transformed by an affine coordin
change into a normal form with six parameters and two
dices. This map is generated by the Lagrangian

L̃~x,x8!52x8TCx2U~x!,

whereU(x)5a1x11a2x21 1
2bx1

21x1(e8x1
21x2

2), andC is a
232 matrix such that det (C)5e. The six parameters are th
three elements ofC and a1 ,a2 ,b; the indices aree561,
and e850,61. Geometrically,e corresponds to the produc
of the Krein signatures, ande8 to the discriminant of the
cubic terms.

When the matrixC is symmetric, Moser’s normal form
can be transformed to the standard form~16! with the sym-
plectic coordinate change (x,y)→( x̂,ŷ) generated by

F~x,x̂!5xTCx̂1 1
2x̂

TCx̂1U~ x̂!.

This gives a map generated by a Lagrangian of the fo
~16!, where the kinetic energy isK(v)5v tCv/2 and poten-
tial V(x)5xTCx1U(x). If, in addition, the map has a fixed
point, we can shift coordinates so that the fixed point is at
origin. In this case, the linear terms inV become zero.

It is interesting thate8, the discriminant of the cubic par
of U, is also the discriminant ofV. The other sign, corre-
sponding to the determinant ofC, is equivalent to the prod-
uct of the signatures,e5s1s2 .

Finally, if there is a linear transformation that simult
neously diagonalizes the kinetic energy and the quadr
part of V, then this transformation can be used to put t
map in our form~21!. A sufficient condition for simultaneous
diagonalization is thatK is definite, so thate51.

If the Krein signatures are not equal, the simultaneo
diagonalization is not always possible. It still can be do
however, if one of the matrices is ‘‘diagonally dominant.’’
not, we need a general symplectic transformation instea
just a point transformation to diagonalize the quadra
terms. This more general transformation will mix coordina
and momenta, and therefore will destroy the simple struct
‘‘kinetic plus potential’’ of the generating function.

We conclude that our map is equivalent to the gene
case when there is a strongly-stable fixed point, and wheC
is symmetric and the simultaneous diagonalization can
done. This certainly includes the case of a ‘‘natural’’ map
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